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Presentation Overview

 Overarching argument of presentation

 “scaffolding pedagogical methods” 

 Five steps towards the engaged classroom

 elements of my engaged classroom

 Specific examples: exercises and projects

 “one off” exercise

 linked exercises

 sequenced project

 Specific tips: personal practices



The “Engaged” Student

 Interested, invested

 Dynamic presence (taking notes, asking questions)

 Learning by doing

 Thinking in real time

 Taking ownership over learning

 Better results on assigned work



Overarching Argument

 Scaffolding: define end goal and work backwards

 We think carefully about scaffolding our content
 ex: 1) “easy” sonnet; 2) imitate sonnet; 3) Shakespeare 

 We think carefully about scaffolding our “skills”
 ex: 1) thesis discussion; 2) peer workshop; 3) revised thesis

 We don’t think of scaffolding pedagogical methods of 
student engagement in the same way, but should

 ex: 1) pairs of two students analyze of scene

 2) pairs “group up” to four students: explain ideas; take notes

 3) return to original pair; find evidence for other pair’s ideas

 4) pairs “group up” again to synthesize ideas



Scaffolding Pedagogical Methods

 Scaffolding forms of student engagement
 Scaffolding student interactions, not just content, skills

 Scaffolding the forms of thinking enabled by engaged 
classroom interactions

 Ex: preliminary analysis; listen to other group; find more evidence; 
synthesis (they are learning how to deepen an interpretation)

 “Match” engaged interactions to content
 Ex: sonnet “read aloud” session to hear rhyme

 Classroom as a space of “real” interaction, social 
learning: interactions can be sequenced in a scaffolding 
way



Scaffolding Example

 Step #1: Close reading of quotation I selected



Scaffolding Example, cont.

 Step #2: Close reading of self-selected quotation; 

share with partner



Scaffolding Example, cont.

 Step #3: Work with group to develop concepts, 

arguments through close reading of evidence



Research on engagement shows 

engagement results when we…

 Trigger student interest, curiosity

 Connect to student’s sense of material being important

 Help students feel they are improving at task

 Have process of creation take place in classroom 
(“flipped classroom”)

My own thinking:

 Students crave real interaction, break from screen time
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Pope, D.C. “Doing school” How we are creating a generation of stressed out, materialistic, and mis-educated students. Yale, 2001. 



Five Steps towards the Engaged 

Classroom

 1. Define what “engagement” looks like to you

 2. Have a bag of tricks that works well for you; be 

comfortable mixing and matching them into a sequence

 3. “Match” student engagement goals to content goals, 

skills goals—to the “end” scaffold goals

 4. Work to name the student interaction (be overt):

 “Today, we are going to work on brainstorming, but need to think 

about how listening/note-taking is part of that process”

 5. Enjoy the unexpected, chaotic

 Allow discovery: allow first encounters with material in class; allow 

for group decisions to emerge in real time



My Engaged Classroom 

 Physical activity, noise and silence

 Variations on group work

 Student surprise, unexpected tasks: discovery

 Low tech as high impact

 Classroom forces face-to-face interaction

 Overt directions

 The more open-ended the ideas, the more prescribed the 

process (more specific the directions)

 Keep students involved; they know I’ll ask them for work

 Goal: “push” thinking (open-ended thinking)



My “Bag of Tricks”

Materials

 Sticky notes

 Index cards

 Poster paper

 Highlighters

 Xeroxed page from text

Methods

 Pairs

 Small groups

 Read aloud

 Free write

 Pass work to another for 
feedback

 Regulated explain/listen 
(“interview”)

 Take notes to hand in or 
on board/poster



Sample One-off In-class Exercises

 Goal: Developing ideas, pushing for more interpretive depth

 Sticky Notes:

 Students are given a theme from a text

 Individual student brainstorms all possible scenes that support theme

 Individual student brainstorms all possible concepts that develop theme

 3-4 students come together as a group and sort sticky notes into categories, 
sticking them to poster paper and labeling categories

 Index Card:

 Students come into class with a sample thesis statement

 Student writes thesis on back and front of large index card

 Student passes index card to left: reader #1 writes: “Does your concept of X 
relate to…”,  “Could you add the idea of X…”

 Student passes index card to left:  reader #2 writes: “Have you thought 
about these scenes … to support your ideas?

 Student passes index card to left; final reader *s the best ideas he/she sees.  



Sample One-off In-class Exercise 

 Goal: Engaged close reading of graphic novel

 Each student marks up page, passes to partner to build on 

comments



Sample One-off In-class Exercise

 Goal: Connecting literary form and content

 Students work in small groups to fill out “Interactive” Grid, then 

build towards larger ideas.



Sample One-off In-class Exercise

 Goal: Learning to ask good questions, lead class discussion

 Students complete Socratic Dialogue Grid



Sample Linked Exercise

 Goal: Develop ideas through primary and secondary sources

 Step #1: In group, define key ideas (referencing novels)

 Step #2: Each student, for homework: Find scenes to support 

ideas; in next class, return to group to compare selected 

scenes.



Sample Linked Exercise, cont.

 Step #3: In class, group selects best Gothic scenes (or most 

commonly selected scenes) and writes them on index cards.

 Step #4:  Random index card swap.  Take home index card.  

Must apply assigned critic to that scene, using earlier notes 

taken on critic.  (What in scene would critic define as “gothic”?)



Sample Portfolio/Project

 Goal:  Engaged interest in literature and its historical contexts 

 Step #1: With group, review the novel: Understanding and 

selecting key scenes



Sample Portfolio/Project, cont.

 Step #2: With partner, investigate “Mystery Text” historical 

source: Understanding form and content



Sample Portfolio/Project, cont.

 Step #3: As individual, engage in brainstorming: Synthesizing 

sources, developing ideas, moving towards paper topic 



Sample Portfolio/Project, cont.

 Step #4: As individual engage in creativity, then share with 

class: Creative Writing  Class Dramatic Reading



Sample Portfolio/Project, cont.

 Step #5: Traditional Analytical Paper



Other Portfolios/Projects

 “Read aloud” session (share favorite passages)

 Poster session displaying in-progress paper outlines
 Viewers write comments on posters 

 Poster session displaying contextual/historical 
material

 Students put research on display

 Exhibition of poems and paintings (ie: Pre-
Raphaelite poetry and painting, modernist poetry 
and painting)

 Book display of different editions of one text



Transferability of Engaged Thinking

 “Design Thinking” used by tech start-ups (Stanford 

Design School)



My “Engaged” Practices

 Sequence engagement activities

 Match engagement activity to content, skills

 Engaged thinking can be triggered by “props” such as 
sticky notes, index cards

 Open-ended thinking can be triggered by very 
directive framework

 Keep ‘em guessing! Mix up different engagement 
activities

 Help students to see the value of face-to-face sharing 
of ideas


